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1. ABSTRACT

In 2011, based on toehold-exchange
mechanism, Qian et al. introduced
the DNA seesaw gate motif [1]. It is a
feed-forward DNA nanodevice that
can do computations. Their design is
robust in solution and scalable. The
problem we are interested in solving
is the non-renewability of their
circuits. Every gate is designed for one
use which make it non-reusable. That
limits pursuing important applications
like sequential and feedback circuits.

4. METHODS: REVERSAL PROCESS

2. BACKGROUND

3. METHODS: FORWARD REACTION

7. OR GATE SEVERAL USE AND RESTORATION

• DNA seesaw motif is irreversible. Despite of its scalability and efficiency, once
it reaches equilibrium and output is read, everything turns into waste.

• We modified the seesaw motif to be renewable. We experimentally proved our
design and built a model to calculate our rate constant.

• We built a two input OR gate as a proof of concept. We are aiming to scale the
design and build a library of renewable logic gates to construct renewable
large circuits.

Figure 1: a) Toehold-mediated strand displacement.

b) Toehold-exchange

Figure 2: Basic seesaw reaction. Input invades the gate to
release output. Fuel replaces input to work as a catalyst
and release more output. This is a complete catalytic cycle.

Figure 3: Basic hairpin-seesaw catalytic
cycle. Input binds to gate (G) then is
replaced by fuel to work as a catalyst
and binds to other gates. Path 1: Input
binds to the gate to open the hairpin.
Path 2: Fuel binds to the input-gate
complex to release input and form fuel-
gate complex. Arrows indicate the
reaction pathways either forward or
reverse.

Figure 4: Reporting mechanism.
Another cascade was added to
improve system scalability. Reporter
complex is a dsDNA with a toehold has
a complement within the hairpin loop.
Once hairpin is opened by either input
or fuel, toehold is available to react.
Strand displacement happens, reporter
top is released, dye and quencher are
separated and so dye shall fluoresce
declaring final output. The reporter
complex hybridizes to the gate-input or
gate-fuel complexes.

Figure 5: Reverse Mechanism. Using extraction mechanism, two extractors were introduced to pull input and fuel out
from forward reaction resulted complexes. Once extracted, gate hairpin tries to close up starting from the ends of its
branches. This weakens hybridization with the reporter bottom, and opens a toehold for the reporter top to hybridize
with its complement by strand displacement. Extracted input and fuel become waste. Reporter and gate are fully
restored to be reused.

Figure 6: Kinetic experiment.

We verified three rounds of executions of the reversible seesaw motif and its restoration. A gradual 
loss in signal was observed.

6. APPLICATION: 2-INPUT LOGIC OR GATE

Figure 7: Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis

5. RESULTS
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Figure 8: Renewable 2-input OR gate. Top left: Abstract
design. Top right: Inputs and fuels each in-lined with their
extractor. Bottom right: Four cases computation and
restoration. OR gate should give high output if one of its
inputs is high. It should give low output if all inputs are
low. Fluorescence was absent only when there was no
inputs.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

8. MODELING AND SIMULATIONS
It is assumed that the reporter rate constant krep=1.3 X 106/M/s, as reported previously [2] and rate 
constant for all other reactions is kt.

We used LBS language to model and simulate our set of reactions. To obtain the value of kt, we used 
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The range of kt was specified as 105:106/M /s as reported by 
Zhang et. al [2]. 

In both figures, red circles show restoration after adding extractors. Green circles show computation after adding input
and fuel to start a forward reaction and reuse the circuit. In Figure 7, a blue circle is showing accumulating waste from
previous restoration. Intensity of adjacent band in lane 10 shows that concentration of waste is increasing.

Figure 9: OR gate with reversal and changing cases. (a) OFFON then ONON. (b) OFFON, ONOFF then ONON.

Figure 10: Experiment modeling. On the left, modeling of 3 restoration cycles of the motif. Rate constant obtained is
2.743x106/M/s. on the right, modeling of OR gate computation and restoration of four cases. Rate constant obtained is
2.45x106/M/s. In both figures, solid lines are experimental results and dotted lines are modeling results.

(a) (b)

To solve the irreversibility problem, we designed a new hairpin based DNA seesaw gate. We used two
universal toeholds instead of one. Using hairpins gives more control over energy due to their locality
nature. We also added a reporting phase that provides increased scalability to our device. We proved
the forward reaction imitates the seesaw motif. Afterwards, we initiated experiments of the reversal
process by adding input and fuel extracting hairpins. This results in a renewed functional gate, in its
original configuration, which is able to make a new logical computation with new inputs. We are
providing experimental fluorescent data on three repeated rounds of executions of the seesaw motif
and its restoration, indicating gradual loss of response. Moreover, we modeled our experimental
results to calculate rate constant. As an application, we also introduced a renewable two-input logic
OR gate. After calculating output of a certain input set, the gate is restored and a new set of inputs is
introduced to compute the new output.

The work on this poster is submitted for publication

• We have two concerns to solve. The first is the waste accumulation due to extraction. This can be
solved by waste removal mechanism, e.g. magnetic beads. The second concern is the leakage in
our system, we are planning to localize our system on DNA origami. Leakage can be reduced due to
locality of every single specie. Therefore, different species are kept apart until computation takes
place unlike diffusion based systems.


